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3-Function 
Premium Electric Bed

4- Function 
Day Care, Pre/Post Op Bed
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B5RP Single to Dual Control with CPR, Shock & Chair positions and Individual locking keys Control 5-
Function Electrical Premium Bed with central locking (with Urine bag holder, 4pcs Rails): - 
Size: 82”L x40”W 
     High- 692mm 
     Low- 435mm 
     Trendelenburgh- 16deg 
     Reverse trendelenburg- 16deg 
     Head Elevation- 65deg 
     Knee elevation- 35deg 
     Detachable Premium Polymer boards 
     Having four locations for Infusion stands 
     Superior quality Premium 4pc. Polymer tuck away type protective rails 
     Mattress support 
     ‘U’  hooks  provided  on  four  sides  of  the  bed  on  the  internal  side  to  hang 
Drainage bags. 
     Mounted   on   125mm   dia   Polymer   body   with   double  ball   bearing   soft thermoplastic double 
wheel rubber casters (Non marking), Central Locking Double wheels: - All the Wheels gets locked by 
SINGLE lever at the foot end 
     All the functions maneuverable by a Wired Hand held control 
Operations available on hand set 
     Head Up & down (Individual elevation) 
     Knee Up & down (Individual elevation) 
     Fowler- Haed & Knee together up & down. 
     Height Up & down (Individual elevation) 
     Trendelenburg & Reverse (Individual elevation) 
The above shown image is for illustrative purpose only. The actual product WILL COME with Central Locking 
& price quoted is for Dual Remote control and WITHOUT Mattress

Hospital Bed
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B3RP 3-Function Electrical Premium Bed (Urine bag holder, 
4pcs Premium Polymer rails): -

Size: 2145mm Lx 1065mmW

    High- 720mm(Without Mattress) 
 Low- 381mm (Without Mattress) 
 Head Elevation- 65deg 
     Knee elevation- 35deg 
     Detachable Premium Model Polymer head & foot panels 
     Having four locations for Infusion stands 
     Superior  quality  Premium  Model  4pc.  Polymer  drop  type  protective  rails  with   
         angle Indicator 
     Mattress support 
    ‘U’ hooks provided on four sides of the bed on the internal side to hang Drainage bags. 
     Mounted  on  125mm  dia  ABS body  with  double  ball  bearing  soft  thermoplastic  
        Single PU rubber casters (Non marking), ALL with rotational & directional locks. 
     All the functions maneuverable by Electrical Actuator operated by wired hand held  
        control, hung on to rails 

Operations available on Hand set with complete locking key 
1.     Head Up & down (Individual elevation) 
2.     Knee Up & down (Individual elevation) 
3.     Height Up & down (Individual elevation) 
The above shown image is for illustrative purpose only. The actual product price quoted is 
WITHOUT Mattress

Hospital Bed
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B5MD 5-Function Manual Deluxe Bed (Urine bag holder, 4pcs. Tuck away type Deluxe Polymer 
Rails): - 
Overall Size: 84”L(Including handle in Folded condition) x41”W 
     High-758mm 
     Low-488mm 
     Trendelenburgh-15deg 
     Reverse trendelenburg-5deg 
     Head Elevation-65deg 
     Knee elevation-35deg 
     Detachable Deluxe Polymer head & foot panels 
     Having four locations for Infusion stands 
     Superior quality Deluxe Model 4pc. Polymer drop type protective rails with angle Indicator 
     ‘U’ hooks provided on four sides of the bed on the internal side to hang Drainage bags. 
     Mattress support 
     Mounted on 125mm dia Polymer body with double ball bearing soft thermoplastic Single PU 
rubber casters (Non marking), ALL with rotational & directional locks. 
     All   the   functions   maneuverable   on   smooth   crank   mechanism   with   a   fixed 
ergonimically designed foldable handle

The above shown image is for illustrative purpose only. The actual product price quoted is 
WITHOUT Mattress & Pillow

Hospital Bed
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B5MN 5-Function Manual Modern Bed (with, urine bag holder, 2pcs SS rails): - Size: 78.5”L x37”W 
     High-758mm 
     Low-488mm 
     Trendelenburgh-15deg 
     Reverse trendelenburg-5deg 
     Head Elevation-65deg 
     Knee elevation-35deg 
     Detachable Modern Polymer head & foot panels 
     Having four locations for Infusion stands 
     Superior  quality  Heavy  duty  &  very  Sturdy  Classic  2pc.  SS  Collapsible  type protective rails 
     Removable type. 
     Auto locking mechanism when expanded. 
     Without any high point on collapsing. 
     Safe from being fingers getting stuck/crushed on collapsing 
     No sharp edges 
     ‘U’ hooks provided on four sides of the bed on the internal side to hang Drainage bags. 
     Mattress support 
     Mounted on 125mm dia Polymer body with double ball bearing soft thermoplastic Single PU  

   rubber casters (Non marking), ALL with rotational & directional locks. 
     All   the   functions   maneuverable   on   smooth   crank   mechanism   with   a   fixed ergonimically  

designed foldable handle

Hospital Bed
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B3RP 3-Function Electrical Premium Bed (Urine bag holder, 4pcs Premium Polymer rails): - 
Size: 2145mm Lx 1065mmW 
     High- 720mm(Without Mattress) 
     Low- 381mm (Without Mattress) 
     Head Elevation- 65deg 
     Knee elevation- 35deg 
     Detachable Premium Model Polymer head & foot panels 
     Having four locations for Infusion stands 
     Superior  quality  Premium  Model  4pc.  Polymer  drop  type  protective  rails  with angle I    

   Indicator 
     Mattress support 
     ‘U’ hooks provided on four sides of the bed on the internal side to hang Drainage bags. 
     Mounted  on  125mm  dia  ABS body  with  double  ball  bearing  soft  thermoplastic Single PU  

   rubber casters (Non marking), ALL with rotational & directional locks. 
     All the functions maneuverable by Electrical Actuator operated by wired hand held control, hung  

  on to rails 
Operations available on Hand set with complete locking key 
     Head Up & down (Individual elevation) 
     Knee Up & down (Individual elevation) 
     Height Up & down (Individual elevation)

The above shown image is for illustrative purpose only. The actual product price quoted is 
WITHOUT Mattress

Hospital Bed
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Collapsible rails): - 
Overall Size: 84”L(Including handle in Folded condition) x39”W 
     High-28” (Cot top without Mattress) 
     Low-15” (Cot top without Mattress) 
     Head Elevation-65deg 
     Knee elevation-35deg 
     Detachable Modern Polymer head & foot panels 
     Having four locations for Infusion stands 
     Superior quality Stainless steel collapsible protective rails. 
     Fixed type. 
     Auto locking mechanism when expanded. 
     Without any high point on collapsing. 
     Safe from being fingers getting stuck/crushed on collapsing (i.e. gap between the first row and second 
row in collapsed state) 
     No sharp edges 
     ‘U’ hooks provided on four sides of the bed on the internal side to hang Drainage bags 
     Mattress support 
     Mounted on 125mm dia Polymer body with double ball bearing soft thermoplastic Single PU 
rubber casters (Non marking), ALL with rotational & directional locks. 
     All   the   functions   maneuverable   on   smooth   crank   mechanism   with   a   fixed ergonimically 
designed foldable handle

The above shown image is for illustrative purpose only. The actual product price quoted is 
WITHOUT Mattress

B3MN 3-Function Manual Modern Bed Very Low Height (Urine bag holder, 2pcs SS

Hospital Bed
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B2MN-A 2-Function Manual Deluxe/ Modern cot on wheels (with Urine bag holder, 2pcs MS P/c Collapsible 
Rails): - 
Overall Size: 84”L(Including handle in Folded condition) x39”W 
     Head Elevation-65 deg 
     Knee Elevation-35 deg 
     Detachable Deluxe/ Modern Polymer head & foot panels 
     Having four locations for Infusion stands 
     ‘U’ hooks provided on two sides of the bed on the internal side to hang urine bags 
     Mattress support 
     Mounted on 125mm dia Polymer body wheels with double ball bearing soft thermoplastic double rubber 
casters (Non marking), ALL with rotational & directional locks. 
     Head  &  Knee  up  maneuverable  on  smooth  crank  mechanism  with  a  fixed ergonimically designed 
foldable handle with rotation indicator 
     Superior quality Mild steel collapsible protective rails. 
     Removable type. 
     Auto locking mechanism when expanded. 
     Without any high point on collapsing. 
     Safe from being fingers getting stuck/crushed on collapsing 
     No sharp edges 
The above image is for illustrative pupose only. The actual product WILL NOT come with mattress& IV Pole

Hospital Bed
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B1MN-A 1-Function Manual Deluxe/ Modern cot on wheels (with Urine bag holder, 2pcs SS 
Collapsible Rails): - 
Overall Size: 84”L(Including handle in Folded condition) x39”W 
     Head Elevation-65 deg 
     Detachable Deluxe/ Modern Polymer head & foot panels 
     Having four locations for Infusion stands 
     ‘U’ hooks provided on two sides of the bed on the internal side to hang urine bags 
     Mattress support 
     Mounted on 125mm dia Polymer body wheels with double ball bearing soft thermoplastic double 
rubber casters (Non marking), ALL with rotational & directional locks. 
     Head  up maneuverable on  smooth  crank mechanism with a  fixed  ergonimically designed 
foldable handle with rotation indicator 
     Superior quality SS steel collapsible protective rails. 
     Removable type. 
     Auto locking mechanism when expanded. 
     Without any high point on collapsing. 
     Safe from being fingers getting stuck/crushed on collapsing 
     No sharp edges 
The above image is for illustrative pupose only. The actual product WILL NOT come with mattress & 
Pillow

Hospital Bed
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ATMUD Attendant Couch Deluxe P/c with underbed shelf & Mattress: - 
     Size 74”Lx26”Wx16”H 
     Framework done in Three rows of 19.05mm 18guage tubes 
     Supported on 38.1mm 16guage round legs encased in Metal inserted Heavy Duty SOFT PVC shoes for 
long life. 
     Couch  top  is  Commercial  Waterproof  12mm  PLY  laid  on  20sq  18guage  tubes framework. 
     Supplied with 72”Lx24”Wx3” thick 40D mattress 
     Having a Perforated shelf of 16” W(Center) at 5”H between the legs.

Attendant Couch
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ATMR Attendant Cots Regular P/c (Underbed) with Mattress: - 
     Size 65”Lx26”Wx12”H to accommodate Mattress of 63”x24” 
     Frame work & legs done in 50x25mm MS tubes. 
     Couch top is ply laid on MS tubes. 
     Having two ‘U’ shaped legs mounted on 2” plate type wheels, ALL with brakes 
     Furnished with 63”Lx24”x3”thick Polyurethane mattress with polyester backed non- breakable Rexene. 
Material specifications:         1. Top- 12mm ply 
2. Framework& supports-50x25mm &19mm sq. tubes 
3. Legs- 50x25mm 16g tubes 
The above shown image is for illustrative purpose only. The actual product will come on 
WHEELS

Attendant Couch
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CFUT Suite Cardiac Food table (Hydraulic Gas spring mechanism) P/C size: - 
     31½”L x 20”W x 42”/28”H 
     Top done 18mm Pre laminated MDF OSL board. 
     Hydraulic Gas spring mechanism to ensure a smooth lift. 
     Table  mounted  on  50mm  heavy  polymer  body  with  superior  quality  polyurethane 
rubber double wheels (Non marking).

Suite Cardiac Food Table
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CFMR Cardiac Food Table Deluxe (Manual Gear mechanism) P/C size: - 
     31½”L x 20”W x 42”/28”H 
     Top done 18mm Pre laminated MDF OSL board. 
     Hi low attainable by rotation of handle on bevel gear mechanism 
     Table  mounted  on  50mm  heavy  polymer  body  with  superior  quality  polyurethane rubber 
double wheels (Non marking). 

Cardiac Food Table Deluxe
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EXPC Examination couch (with head up & cabinets) P/c: - 
     Size: 74”Lx26”Wx28”H. 
     Framework done in 3 rows of 19.05mm 18g round and legs in 31.25mm 18g round MS CRCA 
tubes. 
     Top having a head elevation attainable on ratchet mechanism 
     Top in 12mm commercial grade water resistant ply 
     1no. retractable writing pad 
     1no. drawer slide on heavy duty telescopic channels 
     3nos. Cabinets with 2nos. having locking provision 
     BP apparatus holder 
     Retractable foot step 
     Furnished  with  72”Lx24”Wx2”  thick  Polyurethane  mattress  with  polyester  backed non-
breakable Rexene supported with 19mm sq. 18g CRCA tube framework. 

Examination Couch 
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EXRS-3 Patient revolving stool P/c SS top: - 
     Size 42cm round x 47/77cm H 
     Top 33cms in diameter Heavy gauge SS round plate supported at the bottom by MS flat. 
     Height adjustable on screw mechanism done in MS bright rod having sq. threads for better life and load taking.

EXRS-2 Patient revolving stool regular SS with Cushioned top: - 
     Size 33cm round x 62/77cm H, top 33cms in diameter 
     Cushioned round top supported at the bottom by MS flat. 
     Height adjustable on screw mechanism done in MS bright rod having sq. threads for better life and load taking. 
The  above  shown  image  is  for  illustrative  purpose  only  the  actual  product  will  be  with 
Cushioned top

Patient Stools
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TTHU-HF Central Locking

Wheel 
stretcher Hi-
low, Foot 
Operated 
Hydraulic with

Head prop up, ABS  Rails , IV pole: -

The above shown image is for illustrative purpose only. The Actual product Price 
quoted is 
Without Mattress

     Size: 72”Lx22”Wx22”-30”H 
     Trolley framework in 50x25mm 16g &18g CRCA MS tubes. 
     Removable top with in 1mm 20g CRCA MS sheet with gradual depression in 
the center Head up obtainable on Ratchet mechanism 
     The whole super structure’s Height adjustable on foot operated Hydraulic 
pump mechanism for closer examination of the patient by the treating staff. 
     Mounted   on   125mm   dia   Polymer   body   with   double  ball   bearing   
soft thermoplastic double wheel rubber casters (Non marking), Central Locking 
Double wheels: - All the Wheels gets locked by SINGLE lever at the foot end. 
     Superior quality  of Abs protective rails. 
     No sharp edges

Wheel Stretcher
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BCRF Bedside Locker Regular Full with Bottle & Books Cabinet P/C : - 
     Size: 20”LX16”Wx 30”H. 
     Having a cupboard with a door (Covering the Open Shelf too) 
     Slidable drawer on high quality telescopic drawer channels. 
     Having a provision to Hold Bottles & Books on the right side 
     Three sides closed in MS sheets duly machine press bent. 
     Mounted on 50mm Polymer body Polyurethane double wheels. 
     Top in SS with machine done satin finish with Railings on 3 sides 

BCMR Bedside locker Regular P/C: - 
     Size: 16”LX16”Wx 30”H. 
     Having a cupboard with a door 
     Slidable drawer on high quality telescopic drawer channels. 
     Three sides closed in MS sheets duly machine press bent. 
     Mounted on 50mm Polymer body Polyurethane double wheels. 
     Top in SS with machine done satin finish with Railings on 3 sides 

Bedside Locker
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SCRUB SINKS

Ensuring
Germ-free
hygiene
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CURTAIN PARTITIONING

Upgrade to Better Patient Privacy
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OT TROLLEYS
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CPR Crash Cart- SS OT Bins and Sterile Kits Trolley 
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OTIT-2 Instrument trolley SS (2 shelves): - 
     Size 31”Lx23”Wx34”H. 
     Built in 25.4mm dia SS tubes of 16 g 
     Consisting of two shelves of 29”Lx21”W, done in 18g SS sheet. 
     Top shelf at 31”H 
     Bottom shelf at 10”H. 
     Railings on three sides for both shelves done in 12.7mm round tubes. 
     Trolley mounted on 125mm dia polymer body with double ball bearing soft 
thermoplastic rubber casters (Non marking), two with rotational & directional locks.

Instrument Trolley
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CCSA2 Medicine Trolley/ Crash Cart SS with railings, catheter holders, top shelf with tray, Ampoule   
 breaker(File Holder) & dust bin : - 
     Size: 102Lx71Wx152H cms. 
     It’s  an  emergency  trolley  that  can  be  used  to  carry  monitors,  defibrillators,  and  
        suction apparatus on top, center & bottom shelves. 
     2Nos.  lightweight  polystyrene  centrally  lockable  cabinets  with  separator  boxes  
        provided  to  hold  emergency  medicines,  ambu  bags,  Infusion  sets,  catheters  etc.,  
        separately & methodically. 
     Two  rows of 6Nos. handout bins  to keep important supplies at eye level for easy  
         accessibility. 
     Cart  mounted  on  125mm  dia  Polymer  body  with  double  ball  bearing  soft  
        thermoplastic double wheel rubber casters (Non marking), two with rotational &  
        directional locks. 
     Provided with 1No. Infusion stand. 
     Pull out writing board provided under the second shelf. 
     Top, middle & bottom shelves having SS top with railings on three sides. 
     2 Nos. Suction catheter holders on left side done in 2” round SS tube. 
     A bucket (dust bin) provided below the pullout board on the right hand side. 
     File holder provided for breaking the ampoules. 

Crash Cart
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WARD TROLLEYS
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CPR Crash Cart P/C

Single Drum 
Bio-Waste Trolley
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TRANSFER SOLUTIONS

Emergency Recovery Bed

Height Adjustable Stretcher 
with Head Up position

Emergency Recovery 
Trauma Stretcher
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Foldable Wheelchair

Height adjustable Hydraulic Stretcher
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TTSW-C Wheel chair (four-wheeled model) SS with safety Belt: - Rigid Invalid 
     Rigid type with Cushioned sheet seat and back 
     SS footrest. 
     Armrest with PU handles. 
     Heavy duty Polymer rims fitted with soft thermoplastic PU rubber tyres at the rear 
     Two swiveling type 125mm dia Heavy Duty Polymer frame, soft thermoplastic PU rubber casters (Non marking) in the front. 
Material specifications:  1.Sheets- 304 grade, 16g, Salem pre-buffed SS. 
2. Framework- 25mm dia tubes, 304 grade, 16g MS tubes. 
3. Upholstery- 2” 32Density Polyurethane foam 

Foldable Wheelchair- 
FEATURES: 
Flip-up/Detachable Armrest for Easy User Shifting. 
Anti-tippers for Extra Safety on Slopes and Uneven Ground. Effortless and Convenient Folding. 
Detachable Swing in & out Legrest. 
Quick Removal of Rear Wheels for Convenient Transportation. 
TECHNICAL DATA: 
Seat Width: 20 inches Seat Depth: 425 mm Seat Height: 550 mm 
Backrest Height: 410 mm Armrest Height: 240 mm Legrest Length:330 – 455 mm Fixed Back: 0°/7°/0°-15°-30° 
Overall Width: Seat Width + 215 mm Overall Height: 915 mm 
Overall Length: 1085 mm (including footrest) Folded Width: 315 mm 
Chair Weight: 17.7 kg(approx) Max.User Weight: 125 KG

Wheel Chairs
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SUITE & HOME CARE BEDS

Aesthetic beds 
and accessories 
for exclusive 
rooms and homes
Wood Paneled hospital furniture 
that combines the functionality of a 
hospital bed with the aesthetics of a 
home bed. Specially designed for 
home use and to furnish exclusive 
hospital Suites.
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3-Function 
Premium Electric Bed

4- Function 
Day Care, Pre/Post Op Bed

BEDS
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5-Function Deluxe Manual Bed 5-Function Modern Manual Bed Multi-Utility Bed

Bedside Cabinet
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India II Nepal II Indonesia II UAE II UK II USA 

Asia 
Akriti Ophthalmic Pvt Ltd, 
M34, M35, M36 Medical Devices Park, 
Sultanpur Pathancheru, 
Hyderabad - 502319,  
Telangana State, India. 
+91 995 954 1995  
sales@akriti.co.in 
www.akriti.co.in

Middle East  & Africa 
Akriti Medical Equipments Trading Co L.L.C 
The Prism Tower, 
Flat No 3201, Business bay, Dubai, 
United Arab Emirates 
+971 547 917 448 
sales@akritigroup.com 
www.akritigroup.com 

Head Office 
Akriti Ophthalmic LLC,   
330 N BRAND BLVD STE 700  
GLENDALE, CA 91203  
USA 
+1 (864) 624 6898 
sales@akritiophthalmic.com 
www.akritiophthalmic.com
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